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Abstract: For FES-rehabilitation a wheelchair attachable
cycle for paraplegic cycling was developed. Quadriceps,
hamstrings, glutaeus maximus and peroneal neme were
stimulated to achieve an optimised pedal path. To fuffil the
stimulation task an eight-channel surface stimulation
system, originally designed for paraplegic stepping was
adapted. The system consists of two four-channel modules
an inter- integrated-circuit (I2C) bus to R5232 interfacefor

direct stimulator control and data exchange, and

a

of

efficiency

a

movement and

smaller

hip angle

for

reduction of spasm probability are achieved[2,3].

For flexible set up of complex and optimised
stimulation patterns a PC-controlled eight-channel
stimulation system, originally designed for paraplegic
stepping [4] and to prevent muscle atrophy for cosmonauts
in low gravity surroundings [5] was adapted.
This eight-channel stimulation system consists of two

four-channel stimulation modules. Each channel has its

standard laptop computer. Sensors attached to the tricycle

own microcontroller, transformer decoupled

report to the laptop computer via R5232 interface. A
sofhuare package for personal computers with a

voltage output stage and stimulation current detection unit
for electrode condition monitoring. All eight channels are
internally linked together via inter-integrated-circuit (I2C)

comfortable graphical user interface allows evaluation and
testing of complex stimulation patterns for cycling.

bus,

a two wire serial bus

microcontrollers.

supported

constant

by the chosen

An l2ClP.S232 interface

enables

a

INTRODUCTION

personal computer or any other microprocessor system with
standard RS232 interface
control the channels

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) for reactivation
of lower extremities of paraplegics started in the early
sixties and led 1982 in Vienna to the worldwide first
implantation of a l6 channel stimulation system [1].

individually. Each microcontroller can hold data for two

to

Despite the advantages, implantable technology did not
A rapid progress in

replace surface stimulation.

microelectronics and improvement

of

surface electrodes

kept surface stimulation still attractive.
Restoration of leg function with FES costs the patient
lots of patience, effort and time. Therefore it is our goal to
provide as much functionality and ((furl" to make the FES
training enjoyable. Cycling is a sport that involves lots of
advantages. It can be done outside enjoying nature, has lots
of social aspects and is an excellent training for the leg
muscles and the circulation. In addition, compared to other
means of locomotion, cycling converts the force applied to

the pedals into motion with very high efftciency,

an

important fact for the locomotion of paraplegics.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

independent stimulation bursts and executes them on its

own after

a

In vivo testing and the simulation
provided the necessary parameters for the

is

received. Continuous

disabled as required.

Furthermore the stimulation system has to respond to
various sensory input signals and must continuously adapt
the stimulation pattern according to the cycling speed.
A standard Windows 9x based laptop computer was
used to achieve a proper stimulation management while all

time critical tasks were transferred into

peripheral

An

additional microcontroller monitors the
crank-sensor activity and starts and stops the stimulation

hardware.

channels according to the pedal position. Trigger points can

be programmed via I2C bus and altered during cycling if
necessary. Upon request the trigger-processor can perform
a complete stimulator safety shutdown.

An

additional microprocessor system

is

directly

attached to the tricycle and is responsible for the
amplification and A"/D conversion of ten sensor signals and

surveillance
Based on the research of the cycling behaviour of ablebodied individuals a cycling strategy for paraplegics had to
be developed. Data retrieved from a special constructed
multiply adjustable test bed helped to model and simulate

start command

stimulation before and after the burst can be enabled or

of

safety limits. The actual values

are

transferred via RS232 to the laptop computer where they
are displayed and stored in a standard database for later on
analysis.

Eight hydrogel electrodes were attached to each leg and

to four

stimulation channels

to

paraplegic cycling.

connected

outcome

quadriceps, gluteus maximus and the hamstrings and to
elicit withdrawal reflex.

mechanical construction. Especially a four bar linkage was
constructed to create an optimised (non-circular) pedal
path. [n comparison to a circular pedal path higher
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RESULTS
The whole stimulation system proofed to be suitable for

the described application. The concept to use the
functionality of

a PC- based software

application in

combination with peripheral processors to handle the real
time tasks proofed to be reliable for this FES application.
The flexibility of the chosen l2C protocol allowed
unproblematic integration of the trigger processor into the
system without changing the existing hardware. Due to the
structure of the I2C protocol components with different
clock rates could be connected together without influencing
each other. Busy (not responding) channels could be simply
detected to repeat the communication requests later on. The

implemented

multi master mode worked reliable,

bus

collisions could be avoided.
The PC- based software allowed to setup, test and alter
stimulation sequences in an easy way (Fig. l). During
cycling the pedal position and other sensor informations
were visualised on the laptop screen and supported also the
optimisation phase.
First the modified eighrchannel system was applied to
able-bodied subjects for testing, and later adapted to two T6
paraplegic subjects (Fig. 2). After a warming up phase the
carefully designed stimulation pattern was tested while the
front wheel of the tricycle was put on a treadmill.
Optimisation of the burst shape and the stimulation
frequency led to smooth cycling movements.
After the optimisation phase on the treadmill subjects
could demonstrate cycling at flat floor and on a smooth

uphill course.
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Furthermore autonomous (self learning) optimisation
algorithms for maximum efficiency must be implemented
for "out of the laboratorv" use.
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Figure 2: T6 paraplegic on the tricycle.
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Figure 1: User interface to set stimulation regions.
DISCUSSION

Paraplegic cycling

on a new

developed tricycle,

supported by an eight-channel PC-based stimulation system
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possibilities are not fully exploited.
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